Abstract
Introduction
The European Commission defines irregularities on European funds as: "Irregularity shall mean any infringement of a provision of Community law resulting from an act or omission by an economic operator, which has, or would have, the effect of prejudicing the general budget of the Communities or budgets managed by them, either by reducing or losing revenue accruing from own resources collected directly on behalf of the Communities, or by an unjustified item of expenditure. " Generally, when an irregularity is detected, the advantage unduly obtained must be returned, and in some cases it can add interest and a flat rate. The withdrawal of the wrongly obtained advantage may consist of:
• the obligation to pay or repay the amounts due or wrongly received;
• the total or partial loss of the security provided in support of the request for an advantage granted or at the time of the receipt of an advance.
The Council Regulation (EC, Euratom) No 2988/95 of 18 December 1995 on the protection of the European Communities financial interests sees irregularities as a vast concept, including irregularities committed by economic entities, both intentionally (fraud) and unintentionally. The Community text is quite general, Member States having the obligation of detailing the situations assimilated as artificial conditions. The Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU), responding to a request from a court in Sofia (Bulgaria), in its judgment of 12 September 2013 in case C-434/12 gave an interpretation of art. 4 para. Following the publication of this ruling to the CJEU, the European Commission (EC) through the Directorate-General for Agriculture and Rural Development has supported the national Payment Authorities by submitting a paper called "Identifying fraud. Guidance Note for auditors. Topic -Creating artificial conditions in order to repeatedly obtain EAFRD / SAPARD / IPARD funds for investment projects ".
AFIR's Interpretation of "Creating Artificial Conditions"
At the request of the European Commission, in 2013 the Agency for Financing Rural Investments (AFIR), former APDRP -The Payment Agency for Rural Development and Fishery, launched an action to re-evaluate the eligibility of projects completed / under implementation, especially for Measure 121 -Modernization of agricultural holdings, Measure 312 -Support for the creation and development of micro-enterprises, Measure 313 -Encouragement of tourism activities. The verification was done using the E3.1 form sheet -Verification of eligibility. This form contained the following items to be checked, as factors that can lead to the creation of artificial conditions:
• the same title in two or more projects.
• the same registered office for two or more projects • two or more projects submitted on the same site (village)
• two or more submitted projects with the same legal representative • two or more submitted projects with the same consultant.
The verification methodology further stated that if during the verifications the expert identifies any two or more common elements with other projects, the verification will expand on them also.
The Assessment methodology provided that if a verification shall identify links that lead to:
-artificial fractionation of the investment: it was necessary to check whether the buildings of the investments proposed in the project are split between the identified applicants;
-complementarity of the proposed investments: it was necessary to verify whether the investments complete each other in a technological process in order to obtain a final product, or whether the applicant or its majority shareholders / associates have other projects under measure 312, NACE code 0161, and whether agricultural equipment purchased through this measure is used for working the owned land and justified by an investment under the measure 121; -financial ties: it was necessary to check the origin of the money, in case the cofinancing was proved through a bank statement. If there was a situation where the amount was paid by a natural or legal person which had an ongoing or completed project.
-utilities in conjunction with other ongoing or completed projects: it was necessary to verify the feasibility study / justifying statement / addendums in order to identify how the utilities were ensured (septic tank, drilled pit, transformer station) -Creating artificial conditions based on other statements identified by evaluating experts.
Following this analysis, if it was determined that the investment proposed by the applicant could not operate independently from other EAFRD investments, thereby creating artificial conditions to receive support and get an advantage contrary to the objectives of the measure, the project became ineligible and the amounts received had to be reimbursed to AFIR.
Unfortunately, identifying artificial conditions became the main reason of termination of EAFRD funding. AFIR drastically applied art. 4 para. 8 of Regulation 65/2011, meaning that in many cases it has ordered the termination of funding based on the occurrence of common elements between two or more projects such as headquarters, the same consultant, identical or similar investments, etc. Following the request of the European Commission to reassess projects, in terms of creating "artificial conditions", AFIR identified a number of common elements in the projects (being located in the same building, having the same consulting firm, the same legal representative of project, family bonds between beneficiaries, etc.) and automatically concluded, without further checking, that these beneficiaries have created artificial conditions for financing. Unfortunately, this conclusion has entailed extremely serious consequences for these beneficiaries, namelythe termination of funding and being forced to reimburse the received sum. Upon termination of many beneficiaries were enforced, equipment have been confiscated, accounts seized, thereby generating a financial jam, failure to pay and bankruptcy.
There even appeared cases in which AFIR considered that there were created artificial conditions when the grant beneficiary has been providing services to companies owned by family members or to other EAFRD beneficiaries or by entities which are not micro-enterprises, using tools and equipment purchased with non-refundable support.
The European Payment Authorities (AFIR in Romania) have the obligation of carrying out overall verification of the whole project, since the identification of links between projects represent only hints of fraud / irregularity, following to prove concretely that the required two elements -objective and subjective, which justify withdrawal of funding.
The European Commission's Point Of View
The  To improve payment agencies, technical partners and auditing bodies awareness of anti-fraud rules and laws  To establish a European network among the paying agencies involved. The closing conference of the project took place in September 2015. At the final conference, Peter Baader, as representative of DG AGRI of the European Commission, presented the paper "New policies against fraud in agriculture and shared models of detection and control of Paying Agencies". Thus, it was identified the main way of undermining the EU's financial interests in the Rural Development component, namelyinvestment projects, where we can find three types of fraud:
1. Ordinary Fraud (using funding for purposes other than those for which it was granted); 2. Rigged Procurement Procedures (e.g.: acquisition of second-hand equipment instead of new/ complacency offers/ manufactured/falsified and inflated offers); 3. Creation of artificial conditions for obtaining financing.
With the purpose of training in the identification of these three types of fraud mentioned above, 42 seminars were organized with employees of the paying agencies in the EU, which were attended by over 3500 people.
The According to Romanian Law no. 656/2002 on preventing and sanctioning money laundering, and the establishment of measures to prevent and combat terrorism financing, the real beneficiary is "any natural person who owns or controls eventually the client and / or the natural person on behalf of or in the interest of whom a transaction or operation is realised, directly or indirectly. " Also, according to article 4, para. 2, the notion of real beneficiary includes at least: "a) in the case of companies: The AFIR point of view presented in this guide is that a project is affected by creating artificial conditions when "there is identified sufficient evidence which concur to demonstrate the fact that:
the natural person or persons who own or control ultimately a legal entity by holding, directly or indirectly, the whole package of shares or a number of shares or voting rights sufficient to ensure control, including bearer shares, if the legal entity owned or controlled is not a company whose shares are traded on a regulated market that is subject to disclosure requirements consistent with those covered by Community legislation or with internationally set standards. This criterion is considered to be met by at least
 it is not a stand-alone project, pursuing the interests of a third person or group of natural or legal persons;  it is coordinated by a person other than the one in whose name the financing contract is signed, generally one ineligible to access funding under the respective support measure for reasons such as: not meeting all the eligibility criteria, failure to obtain a score that would ensure selection for contracting in reasonable conditions, the fact that it already has a project in implementation or the fact that it finds itself in the 3 fiscal years from obtaining financial support subject to the de minimis rule etc .;
 the existence in the market of the company beneficiary of the grant is conditioned on the existence and needs of another company (e.g. a recipient provides services exclusively or overwhelmingly to a particular company). In these situations, generally, other links between the two companies can be identified (e.g. the beneficiary receives the funds for implementing the project from the company to which it will provide services, links between the shareholder structures or management personnel, etc.);  joining a cooperative or other form of association does not bring any benefit to the company, being made only formally, in order to get additional points in the selection criteria;
 the proposing for funding of some objectives or activities (e.g. productive, craft, cultural, social, etc.) was made just fictional, in order to get additional points in the selection criteria, those objectives or activities not being used or carried out in fact."
The Guide for prevention of irregularities -Creation of Artificial Conditions in accessing funds granted through the National Programme for Rural Development (NRDP) 2014 -2020 shows cases of concrete indicators that are taken into account in identifying cases of creating artificial conditions:
 Physical / external indicators: -the fact that several companies requesting funding, seemingly independent, have the same address of the registered office or site, same phone number or have the same contract for utilities; or they have identical offices / side by side with formal boundaries; projects that contain supporting statements identical in form, content, expressions, etc .; -the use by several operators of the same manufacturing facilities or cropland, or some that are next to each other; complementarity of goods or services purchased; -the use by several operators of the same hangars or other premises for equipment, or some that are next to each other, without any normal boundaries between them; -more companies are sharing the same utilities (water / energy / sewer) and / or a company only pays the bills and / or signing bogus contracts for connection / supply of utilities;
 Indicators of structure / legal: -the existence of companies tied with the applicant, who received EAFRD funding in the last three years or have a project in implementation;
-the natural or legal persons interested in obtaining financing are in one of the situations listed: are applicants whose company is in financial difficulty / not eligible because of their type of company (not classified as SMEs, micro enterprises) or would get a score that would not ensure selection for contracting / they already have projects funded from grants in implementation or completed. In this case the applicant / beneficiary sets up new companies apparently eligible for the grant, company that they will directly or indirectly control; -The existence of the same shareholders in several companies with trade links between them; Cross-shareholding companies, behind which are the same individuals; -Staff taken over / re-employed by the formal beneficiary, which come from the real beneficiary or are employed in common with the real beneficiary; -Employees of one company, are part of the management or ownership structure of the other; -Several of the companies allegedly linked have the same consultant; -Several of the companies allegedly linked have Feasibility Studies or Business Plans identical or nearly identical; -The companies allegedly linked provide one another the co-financing loan, procurement being provided by a third party (possibly the final beneficiary), multiple loans and refund loans can be identified (between the formal and the real beneficiary); -Commercial / social links between the directors of companies receiving grants; -The real beneficiary is empowered to represent and control the formal beneficiary;
-The manager or owner of one of the companies is authorized to have access to the bank account of the company with which it is supposedly linked.
 Business / financial / economic indicators: -Exclusive or near-exclusive business links between the companies that are supposed to have been created artificially and the company linked with them, so the existence of the beneficiary of the grant is dependent upon the existence of the company which it is linked to, respectively the real beneficiary (e.g. : bills that are almost always issued to one another, possibly lower prices or these links are presented even in the Feasibility Study or Justifying Statement); -The area of work and / or registered office is received (by any means) from the real beneficiary or a third person or entity (shared among multiple beneficiaries); -There is no clear evidence, records regarding the cash flow for the payment of bills; -Companies do identical or complementary business (e.g. one produces and another sells production, one providing the recreational services and another the accommodation etc.); -Existence of the following common elements, where artificial conditions are created by a group of companies: bank accounts at the same branch of the same bank; very similar applications for funding; certificates / agreements / permits / contracts having identical or similar issue date; bids issued by the same economic operators; the same consultant etc .; -One company was split into two companies, which continue to work together (e.g. a wine factory is split into a bottling plant and a storage / transport company and the two factories continue to be driven by the same persons between which there is kinship / commercial / social relations);
-A large farm is divided into several holdings with the minimum necessary size, because this way, each resulted holding submits one grant application, in order to obtain more funds; -An agricultural cooperative is established recently (or even before submitting an application) -this form of association to does not really serve the interests of the members, namely to carry out the activity provided for in the statute -but only for members to receive additional points or a higher intensity of financial support than they would have received without belonging to an associative form.
However, even after the release of this guide for the identification of potential irregularities, exaggerations / abuse can still be generated. A concrete example is that of an applicant in Galati County, requesting financing under the sub-measure 6.4 "Support for investments in the creation and development of non-agricultural activities." The investment that he wished to develop was related to the manufacture of coffins, according to NACE code 3299 -Other manufacturing n.c.a. Following the evaluation of the eligibility of the project, AFIR representatives raised the issue that between the activities presented in the statute of the beneficiary there is the NACE code 1624 -Manufacture of wooden containers, forest exploitation and timber brokerage, from which the applicant had obtained revenue in the past.
The evaluators requested details regarding the difference in the technological flow between Manufacture of wooden containers (NACE code 1624) and the Manufacture coffins. Also, they stated that the equipment which the applicant wanted to buy them, would be specific to the cutting and planning of wood, framed in NACE code 1610, and the product performed after their cutting and planning could be used as raw material in the production coffins, but also of other wood products.
Thus, appeared the suspicion of creation of artificial conditions for obtaining financing, because the NACE code for the manufacture of coffins would have obtained a higher score than the code for manufacture of wooden containers. Since there is no special equipment to manufacture coffins on the market and the technological flows are indeed similar, the applicant has failed to demonstrate that funding would be dedicated exclusively to the manufacture of coffins.
In such situations, companies that want to expand their field of activity in adjacent areas in which they have knowledge, feel discouraged and no longer apply for funding. I consider such situations as restrictive and discriminatory for potential development of companies.
In April 2016, AFIR announced that it was part in 404 lawsuits regarding the irregularities resulting from the creation of artificial conditions by applicants and beneficiaries to access EU funds granted through the National Program for Rural Development. Although the verifications for artificial conditions, and therefore the appeals against the reports presented by AFIR, started in 2013, of all disputes, 19 cases were solved definitively (irrevocably) by the courts, of which 15 disputes were resolved in AFIR's favour. In the first court, 217 other lawsuits were won by AFIR and 94 lawsuits were won by beneficiaries. In April 2016 there were 72 pending cases in the first instance.
Of the 19 final solutions, 15 were won by AFIR and 4 by beneficiaries / applicants: SC Fun Ica SRL, Î.I. Catalin Vasile Pop, Î.I. Tomoiaga Ileana Î.I. Ileana Coman.
"Therefore, for the litigation won by SC Fun Ica SRL, beneficiary of Measure 312 "Support for creation and development of micro-enterprises ", AFIR must repay the amount of 5.932 lei, part of the debt paid by the beneficiary prior to the irrevocable settlement of the dispute that dealt with the cancellation of the finding of irregularities and establishing budgetary claims. For Î.I. Pop Catalin Vasile, also a beneficiary of Measure 312, there are no amounts to be reimbursed by AFIR, since the beneficiary did not pay the debt established initially. For the other two applicants, who submitted projects under Measure 313 "Encouragement of tourism activities", AFIR was forced to sign financing contracts for eligible projects with a total value as the object of the grant of 438.242 lei for the applicant Î.I. Tomoiagă Ileana respectively 435.692 lei for the applicant Î.I. Coman Ileana. "
It is important to note that in 2016, AFIR started publishing additional instructions that will become annex to the applicant guidelines on avoiding the creation of artificial conditions in accessing NRDP 2014-2020 related to the following sub-measures:
-Sub-measure 4.1 -Investments in agricultural holdings -Sub-measure 4.1 a -Investment in fruit growers -Sub-measure 4.2 -Support for investments in processing / marketing and / or development of agricultural products -Sub-measure 4.2a -Investments in processing / marketing of fruit growing sector -State aid scheme GBER and related sub-measure 4.2 minimis scheme -State aid scheme GBER and related sub-measure minimis scheme 4.2a -Sub-measure 6.1 -Support for young farmers -Sub-measure 6.4 -Investments in the creation and development of nonagricultural activities.
Conclusions
Of all grant funds from the European Commission, the European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development is the only one that introduced the notion of artificially created financing conditions. If we were to compare, for example, the European Regional Development Fund, or the Regional Operational Programme (ROP) which includes investment for microenterprises in urban areas, similar to those funded by the NRDP (in rural areas), the same projects would be eligible and funded under ROP, but ineligible for creating artificial conditions under RDP. Given this, I believe that the European Commission needs to have a unified approach on irregularities and fraud with European funds.
The introduction of the Guide for prevention of irregularities -Creation of Artificial Conditions in accessing funds granted through the National Programme for Rural Development (NRDP) 2014 -2020 represents an important step for all parties involved.
From the point of view of the evaluators of projects, the Guide and / or the instructions regarding the prevention of creating artificial conditions is a much more clear and useful tool to evaluate and define the situations of artificial conditions occurring or that may arise during the assessment of applications for funding. It is necessary, however, a great responsibility in putting into practice the guidelines in evaluating projects, so that it does not become a means of abusive interpretation and correlation of elements that apparently can be considered artificial conditions, but in reality are not.
From the point of view of potential applicants for funding, the guide can be regarded under two aspects:
• On the one hand, it is a guiding tool when choosing to create their business or enhance its existing one through grants. In this way, it is possible to avoid a situation that the applicant, consciously or unconsciously, has or creates with the hope of obtaining a better score or a more substantial financial allocation. Failure to avoid these situations leads to disputes, which besides the fact that complete in the detriment of either party, last quite a long time and finally bring no benefit.
• On the other hand, the guide / instructions on avoiding creating artificial conditions induce to the potential beneficiaries the idea that from the start the financing authorities considers them as some possible future offenders, whose major purpose is to find any means to get funding in an unjustified way. Moreover, exemplifying artificial conditions in such detail may generate an effect of rejection of the idea of applying for projects funded under NRDP and, ultimately, may lead to a weaker absorption of EU funds.
Basically, at this point, the fact that there is a clear definition of what artificial conditions mean (with the shortcomings that it produces) is an important step which contributes to what the European Commission imposed "Without prejudice to specific provisions, no payments shall be made to beneficiaries for whom it is established that they artificially created the conditions required for obtaining such payments with a view to obtaining an advantage contrary to the objectives of the support scheme."
